
  

Nickel-Chrome-Molybdenum Cutting Reels 

* A very tough and hard wearing material. 

* Stays sharper for longer thus enhancing   

   grass condition whilst minimizing  

   maintenance. 

* Maximises the effects of relief grinding  

   thus minimizing friction, heat and wear. 

* Compatible with backlapping thus keeping  

   blades sharp at a minimal cost. 

* Reduces maintenance costs, downtime  

   and frustration. 

Tungsten Tipped Bedknives 

* Matched in hardness to the cutting reel so does not reduce cylinder life. 

* Keeps its edge for up to 4 times longer than most other blades. 

* Resistant to top dressing. 

* Long life with infrequent maintenance requirements. 

Large Diameter Cutting Reels 

* 26 inch units for productivity. 

* 22 inch units for enhanced contour  

   following. 

* Large diameter reels to cope with long  

   and thick grass. 

Quick and Simple Adjustments 

* Strong positive adjustment with no fancy gadgets. 

* Spring loaded blade adjustment. 

* Nothing to unlock prior to adjustments or lock back up after adjustment. 

* Allows foreign objects through thus reducing the chances of blade damage. 

Motor Isolation Levers 

* Enables the motors to be freely rotating for    

   accurate adjustment. 

* Allows all cutting units to be backlapped  

   individually. 

* A damaged unit can be raised and isolated in order  

   to allow cutting to continue. 

Swing-Out Rear Cutting Units 

* Easy access for making adjustments. 

* Easy access for maintenance. 

* Easy access for cleaning. 

Selectable 2WD or 4WD on Demand as standard  

* 4WD on demand provides traction with minimal turf marking. 

* Regulates the forward speed for the best quality of cut. 

* Produces a very fast forward speed without compromising the  

   quality of cut for enhanced productivity. 

Baroness LM2700 Unique Selling Points 

Full Roll Over Protection System and Golf Ball Protection Net 

* Provides enhanced operator protection. 

Kubota Diesel Engine 

* Powerful and reliable normally aspirated 45hp Kubota diesel engine. 

* Excellent maintenance access. 

* No complicated electronics or computer analysis systems. 

High Quality of Cut and Finish 

* The grass is jettisoned forward and recycled to leave a fine clipping. 

* Rear roller power brushes flick the grass for efficient grass dispersal. 

* Excellent wet weather performance. 

* Speed restriction lever for obtaining the optimum cutting speed. 

Independent Hydraulic Systems 

* Ensures constant outputs without one system absorbing power from another. 

* Keeps reel speeds constant for an even cut. 

* Provides excellent slope performance. 

* Eliminates downhill runaway tendencies. 

A Strong, Robust and Durable Mid-Weight Fairway Mower 

* Designed to be reliable and efficient with a long service life. 

* Low maintenance requirement thus reducing running costs. 

 


